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Clinical data access involves complex but opaque communication between medical researchers and
query analysts. Understanding such communication is indispensable for designing intelligent human–
machine dialog systems that automate query formulation. This study investigates email communication
and proposes a novel scheme for classifying dialog acts in clinical research query mediation. We analyzed
315 email messages exchanged in the communication for 20 data requests obtained from three institu-
tions. The messages were segmented into 1333 utterance units. Through a rigorous process, we devel-
oped a classification scheme and applied it for dialog act annotation of the extracted utterances.
Evaluation results with high inter-annotator agreement demonstrate the reliability of this scheme.
This dataset is used to contribute preliminary understanding of dialog acts distribution and conversation
flow in this dialog space.
 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction quest. Furthermore, there is a wide research gap in studies of dis-Leveraging the rich data in electronic health records (EHR) for
clinical research, including cohort identification, is promising to
accelerate clinical and translational research. However, this pro-
cess remains difficult, expensive, and time-consuming [1] due to
complex data representations and the black-box nature of most
clinical databases. In order to translate data requests to executable
data queries, medical researchers usually consult with query ana-
lysts through a series of email communications, phone calls, and
face-to-face meetings. These conversations help to clarify research-
ers’ data needs and formulate feasible and accurate data queries.
Understanding this communication is a necessary building
block for the design of structured query negotiation. Clinical
researchers would greatly benefit from a mixed-initiative dialogue
system that enables human–machine collaboration for query for-
mulation. We envision an intelligent conversational agent to act
as a broker between clinical data and clinical researchers, while
guiding them step by step through an effective and efficient query
optimization. At this point, there exist no contemporary system or
automated solutions to assist clinical researchers in their datacourse structure or dialog acts used in query mediation, which are
needed to provide useful characterization dialog behavior in
human-to-human conversation and, potentially, human–computer
dialog systems [2].
Our goal is to bridge this gap by shedding light on the commu-
nication involved during the query mediation process, especially
with respect to the written communication. We aim to provide a
classification scheme of acts involved in this type of dialogs. Dialog
acts (DAs) are particularly important for modeling the intent
underlying the utterance of each communication party [3–5].
This work makes two significant contributions. First, we
develop an annotation scheme of Dialog acts in clinical REsearch
dAta query Mediation (referred to as DREAM taxonomy), which
is novel for the characterization of the discourse in this domain.
We apply the resulting taxonomy of dialog acts to manually anno-
tate utterances extracted from the email messages, generating a
labeled dataset that can be used for innovative methods for auto-
mated DA learning. Second, this study contributes an analysis of
dialog act distribution in the annotated dataset and knowledge
on conversational flow in this dialog space.2. Background
The query negotiation process between clinical researchers and
query analysts, which aims to facilitate access of clinical data,
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side, it is difficult for query analysts to fully understand data
requests because of their limited medical domain knowledge. On
the other side, clinical researchers often lack the necessary techni-
cal expertise to comprehend and access clinical databases, which
are usually characterized by an opaque internal implementation.
Recognizing the importance of the biomedical query mediation
process and its inherent difficulties, previous research has investi-
gated the communication modalities between query analysts and
medical researchers. One way for clinical researchers to obtain
data is by completing a data request form, which aims at conveying
the complex data needs in an understandable manner. Hanauer
et al. [7] conducted a content analysis of a collection of these forms
from different institutions, identifying their over-emphasis on
metadata that are not relevant to actual data needs. Their findings
made recommendations on how to improve the quality of this
particular means of communicating queries in support of clinical
and translational research.
Hruby et al. [8,9] conducted content analysis of phone conver-
sations between researchers and analysts for a set of data requests.
These dialogs were transcribed, annotated with dialog codes, and
further analyzed with respect to the overall tasks (e.g. problem
statement, clinical process description, design study) involved in
the negotiation process. Analysis of the annotated conversations
enable the illustration of the dialog progression and negotiation
space, pointing to their complexity. The study identifies the signif-
icant effort needed to reach an understanding of researchers’ data
queries, confirming that negotiation is a difficult and iterative
process.
While making valuable contributions and useful recommenda-
tions for the improvement of structured query negotiation, these
works are focused on a higher level of the process and its tasks.
The studies are based on different forms of capturing communica-
tions, such as the static data request forms and investigative inter-
views. They are not analyzing records of real, natural language
conversations between researchers and analysts at a finer-
grained level.
In order to design a framework for the characterization of query
mediation dialogs founded on a theoretical basis, we adopt Speech
Act Theory (SAT), whose development is credited to Austin [10]
and Searle [11].
According to Speech Act Theory, spoken words alone do not
have a simple fixed meaning in and of themselves, but their
meaning is affected by the situation, the speaker and the listener.
SAT distinguishes between the different aspects of dialog acts.
The locutionary act represents the actual utterance and its ostensi-
ble semantic meaning. The perlocutionary act is the intended effect
on the feelings, thoughts or actions of either the speaker or the lis-
tener. Unlike locutionary acts, perlocutionary acts are external to
the performance, capturing the power to change minds. The illocu-
tionary act is the speaker’s intent embodied in the utterance, a true
speech act e.g. questioning, informing, ordering, warning.
According to this framework, the agreed smallest unit of
speech analysis is the utterance, regarded as a discernable
segment of speech that conveys only one thought. The representa-
tion of an utterance can be captured in various ways in written
communications.
The first step for modeling and automatic detection of discourse
structure is the identification of dialog acts (DA) at the utterance
level. The notion of a dialog act plays a significant role in SAT stud-
ies of dialog, particularly in the interpretation of participants’ com-
municative behavior, creation of annotated dialog corpora, and the
design of human–computer dialog systems [3,12]. We adhere to
the definition of dialog act provided by Austin [10], according to
which a DA represents the meaning of an utterance at the levelof illocutionary force. This is also known as the equivalent of the
speech act of Searle [11].
Dialog act classification schemes have been a focus of research
in linguistics aiming at standardizations of discourse structure
annotation systems. In order to preserve as much comparability
with well-established systems and previous research as possible,
we use as foundation of our work the Dialogue Act Markup in
Several Layers (DAMSL) tag set [12]. DAMSL is a rich,
multi-layered annotation scheme for dialog acts that is
domain- and task-independent.
In the medical domain, studies of communication and dialog
acts at the utterance level have been deployed particularly in the
analysis of doctor–patient encounters [13–15]. However, studies
of discourse in biomedical query mediation, even though critical
and widespread, are limited. Research on the classification of query
mediation dialog acts are essential to guide the designs of intelli-
gent query aids for medical researchers. In the rest of this paper,
we present the proposed classification scheme and results of the
experimental results, followed by the range of applications that
can build upon such a classification scheme.
3. Materials and methods
3.1. Dialog domain
In our problem domain, a dialog is email communication
between the query analyst and clinical researcher. The task of
the analyst is to transform data requests into executable clinical
database queries. A dialog is comprised of turns, in which a single
speaker/writer has temporary control of the dialog and writes for
some period of time. Each turn consists of an email message repre-
sented as unstructured text. Within a turn, the speaker may pro-
duce several typed utterance units, whose meaning at the level
of illocutionary force is represented through a dialog act [10].
Definition 1. (Dialog Act) A dialog act represents the meaning of an
utterance at the level of illocutionary force.
We adhere to the representation of dialog act with two compo-
nents: semantic content, which specifies the objects, relations,
actions, and events that the dialog act is about, and communicative
function, which is a specification of the effect that the semantic
content has on the addressee for updating his or her information
state upon understanding the stretch of dialog [16].
The communication in this domain is task-oriented in nature:
the data analyst helps the researcher to refine the query with the
clinical research eligibility criteria, which specify the medical,
demographic, or social characteristics of eligible research volun-
teers [6].
This study was approved by Columbia University Medical Cen-
ter Institutional Review Board (study ID AAAJ8850).
3.2. Data collection
We analyzed a collection of email messages exchanged in the
communication between query experts and clinical researchers
for 20 data requests. We refer to the sequence of messages
exchanged for each data request as one conversation. The dataset
consists of 315 English-language messages (153 from researchers,
162 from query analysts), with an average of 15.8 and standard
deviation of 4.9 messages per conversation. Fig. 1 illustrates the
distribution of emails per conversation.
From the email metadata, we observe that the processing time
of the data requests range from a few days (3–4 days) to several
months, with one conversation (denoted as conv17) taking place
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Fig. 1. Distribution of email messages and utterances in conversations.
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involved team discussion with size ranging from 2 to 7 partici-
pants, with a median of 2 participants. The data requests were
sampled from three different institutions (5 data requests from
the first institution, 4 data requests from the second, and 11 data
requests from the third institution).
The original emails were not consistently segmented linguisti-
cally; therefore we implemented a pipeline of parsing and
sentence-level segmentation techniques. The unit of this segmen-
tation is the utterance. Sentence segmentation is a research chal-
lenge on its own. In our approach, we apply a technique based
on regular expressions detecting punctuation marks that denote
the end of a sentence. Phrases separated by punctuation marks
denoting sentence continuation are joined in one segment. As a
result of the segmentation process, we identified 1333 utterances.
We observed that conv17 is the longest one in duration, lasting
for nearly 15 months, and contains the highest number of utter-
ances (Fig. 1). We manually checked the content of the conversa-
tion, observing that this is a complicated data request about an
HIV testing project. There is an iterative pattern occurring: the ana-
lyst runs a program and sends a set of results, then the researcher
identifies problems and sends clarifications, which leads the ana-
lysts to re-run the program again and submit other results. Since
the utterances of this conversation comprise 27% of the dataset
(Fig. 1), we considered it as an outlier and excluded its utterances
from the annotation. However, this data request manifests the
challenges and complexity of the query mediation process.
Table 1 provides an excerpt from one of the annotated conver-
sations for illustrative purposes. For each turn, it shows the
communication party, i.e. Analyst (A) or Researcher (R), and theTable 1
Fragment of an annotated conversation between a Query Analyst (A) and a Researcher (R
Turn Party Utterance
t1 A (U1.1) Hi C7: I am serving your request 0387
t1 A (U1.2) Please make sure the list of diagnosis you want
t2 R (U2.1) We need to discuss your questions with you
t2 R (U2.2) We did not completely understand your email
t2 R (U2.3) Do you have any time tomorrow or Friday to discuss?
t3 A (U3.1) Hello C7, I am available most of this week, the week of the 1st
t4 R (U4.1) We do not need the MRN we only need Age, Race, Gender, and
t5 A (U5.1) Attached is the result of request 0387
t6 R (U6.1) Can you also identify the patients of Hispanic origin
(Black Hispanic and Hispanic or Latino)?
t6 A (U6.1) Attached is the result according to your clarification
t7 R (U7.1) I will analyze it and get back to you soonutterances issued by that party. Each utterance is assigned one or
more DA labels (shown in column 4) from the DREAM classification
scheme proposed in this work.
Hence, DAs can be considered as a tag set, which classifies utter-
ances based on a combination of semantic content-based type (e.g.
Medical Condition; Patient Demographics; Meeting Schedule) and
their communicative function (i.e. if the utterance is a statement
expressing opinion, question, request) in the dialog. In the next
section, we explain the dialog acts assigned to the utterances in
Table 1, as well as the other acts pertaining to the proposed DREAM
classification scheme.
3.3. DREAM taxonomy
To preserve comparability with existing systems, we extended a
well-known standard for discourse structure annotation, the Dia-
logue Act Markup in Several Layers (DAMSL) tag set [5]. We refined
our selection of specific tags after consulting other cases of DAMLS
extension for dialogs [17,18]. We further extended the taxonomy
with relevant information on the domain of discourse, increasing
its granularity with respect to content characterization tags. We
particularly augmented the task-specific acts for semantic catego-
rization of the patient’s characteristics in the written query.
A distinguishing feature inherited from DAMSL is allowing mul-
tiple tags to be applied to an utterance. The rationale is that a par-
ticular utterance might simultaneously serve the purposes of
responding to a question, confirming understanding, promising
to perform an action, or giving information. For each utterance,
the annotation involves making choices along the following four
dimensions, each one describing a different orthogonal aspect:).
Dialog Act
Salutation; Statement-not-opinion
Medical Condition; Action Directive
Resolution Pending; Statement-opinion
Resolution Pending; Statement-opinion; Signal-non-understanding
Meeting Schedule; Information Request
Meeting Schedule; Open Option
Zip Codes Demographics; Action Directive
Result Submission; Statement-not-opinion
Demographics; Yes–no-question; Request Clarification
Result Submission; Statement-not-opinion
Resolution Pending; Commit
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interpretable and belonging to the domain of discourse.
 Information Level – characterizes the semantic content of the
utterance.
 Forward-looking Function – encodes how the current utter-
ance constrains the future actions of the participants and affects
the discourse.
 Backward-looking Function – captures how the current utter-
ance relates to the previous units of discourse.
3.3.1. Dimension Communicative Status
The dimension Communicative Status defines the cases in
which an utterance has no effect on the dialog, because it is either
distorted beyond recognition or does not pertain to the domain of
discourse. This dimension is composed of two dialog acts: Uninter-
pretable and Miscellaneous. The tag Uninterpretable defines an
utterance that is not intelligible due to bad grammar, typing, or
semantically ill-formed presentation. In this dimension, we intro-
duce the new tag Miscellaneous to encode utterances that do not
fall in the domain of discourse, e.g. ‘‘-Dashboard info sent”, or ‘‘Begin
forwarded message”. When none of the two tags qualifies, the utter-
ance is considered interpretable and is assigned the appropriate
dialog acts from the other dimensions.3.3.2. Dimension Information Level
The dimension Information Level provides a characterization of
the content and semantics of the utterance. The acts in this dimen-
sion are illustrated in Fig. 2. In addition to the abstract classifica-
tion of whether the utterance deals with the description of the
specific Task (in our case this is Cohort Identification), manage-
ment process of how to solve the task (Task Management), or the
communication process (Communication Management), we aug-
ment this dimension with additional task-oriented tags.
We subdivide the category Task into acts that describe the spec-
ification of the query with respect to the Patient Characteristics.
Furthermore, Data Source denotes utterances related to sources
or warehouses of clinical data (e.g. ‘‘BTRIS has loads of data”).
Another act added to the taxonomy under Task is Data Format,
which describes the format/template of exchanging data. An exam-
ple of an utterance annotated with this act is ‘‘If we could parse theTask 
Managem
Inform
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Patient Characteristics
Medical Condition
Demographics Resol
ResolTreatment or 
Healthcare
Diagnostic or Lab Test
Data Source
Data Format
Result Submission
Task 
(Cohort Identification)
Informatio
Fig. 2. Dimension Information Level in of DREAM-taxonomy, the annotation scheme of
included in DAMSL.data by month”. Result Submission is another act under Task that
signals sending or obtaining results, namely the retrieved data.
An important part of the dialog in this domain involves discus-
sion on Patient Characteristics. We particularly focus on this aspect
of the task and provide a fine-grained specification by extending it
with additional dialog acts. This augmentation is based on the
groups of most frequent semantic classes of clinical research eligi-
bility criteria that define patient characteristics, as proposed in
[19]. The new dialog acts encode the semantics of utterances
expressing characteristics on the patient’s Medical Condition,
Demographics, Treatment or Healthcare, Diagnostic or Lab Test.
Table 1 shows examples of utterances assigned to Medical Con-
dition. Furthermore, the act Treatment describes utterances with
information on the procedure, medication, or therapy. When an
utterance describes several criteria simultaneously, we summarize
the annotation with the tag Patient Characteristics.
An important category that describes utterances involving the
coordination of participants’ activities is Task Management. It is
essential to distinguish it from the Task category. While Task
addresses the specific aspects of the data request, the category
Task Management captures utterances that deal with the overall
process of solving the problem and talk about coordination activi-
ties. We have extended the Task Management category with dialog
acts that are specific to the conversation domain. It is divided into
acts that encode the means and characteristics of Information
Exchange (e.g. ‘‘Do you have an encrypted USB?”), and discussion
related to Meeting Schedule such as ask/propose/confirm a meet-
ing. Furthermore, it encodes utterances where there is Resolution
Offered by the speaker (e.g. ‘‘I will be running your request now”),
and utterances describing Resolution Pending (e.g. ‘‘We expect to
have follow-on queries”). In the conversation fragment of Table 1,
we show examples of utterances annotated with Meeting Sched-
ule, e.g. (U2.3), and utterances that show a Resolution Pending,
e.g. (U2.1) ‘‘We need to discuss your questions with you.”.
The third main category in this dimension is Communication
Management. The acts under this category do not make a direct
contribution to solving the task, but rather address social behavior
in conversation. The category is augmented with dialog acts,
which describe conventional utterances that maintain the
communication process: Salutation, Introduction, Apology, Grati-
tude, Valediction.ent
ation Exchange
ing Schedule
Communication 
Management
Salutation
Introduction
Apology
Gratitude
Valediction
ution Offered
ution Pending
n Level
dialog acts in clinical research query mediation. Bold-faced are the new acts, not
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A very interesting aspect inherited from DAMSL is the use of
two complementary dimensions: Forward-looking Function, which
includes traditional speech acts (statements, directives, requests,
etc.), and Backward-looking Function that indicates how the
current utterance relates to the previous discourse to signal agree-
ment, understanding, or provide answers.
The dimension Forward-looking Function characterizes the
effect of an utterance on the subsequent dialog (Fig. 3). It defines
whether, as a result of the utterance, the speaker is making a claim,
or committing to certain beliefs or particular future actions.
Forward-looking functions are divided into three categories: Rep-
resentative, Directive, and Commissive. Representative, also
referred to as Statements, are utterances that make claims about
the world, whose content can be evaluated as true or false.
We have extended this category with two dialog acts:
Statement-non-opinion and Statement-opinion. In the conversa-
tion fragment in Table 1, we observe several utterances annotated
as factual statements, such as (U6.1) ‘‘Attached is the result accord-
ing to your clarification.”, and statements expressing opinion e.g.
(U6.1) ‘‘We did not completely understand your email.”.
The category Directive, also referred to as Influencing–addres
see–future–action, aims to classify those utterances that affect
the listener’s actions, as in the case of requests. Our annotation
schememakes the distinction between Information Request, which
characterizes a form of obligation to provide an answer, and Action
Directive that requires the addressee to either perform the
requested action or communicate a refusal to perform the action.
Table 1 shows as part of the conversation fragment an example
of an utterance (U6.1) ‘‘Please make sure the list of diagnosis you
want.”, which expresses a directive for action. Note how this utter-Representatives (Statement) Direct
Forward-lo
Statement-opinion  
Statement-not-opinion  
Info
Actio
Ope
Fig. 3. Dimension Forward-looking Function in DREA
Agreement Understanding
Backward-looking Fu
Accept  
Maybe
Signal-non-
understanding
Correction
Suggestion
Answer
Yes-
No-a
Reject
Hold
Signal-
understanding Yes-
No-p
Fig. 4. Dimension Backward-looking Function in DREAance in the Information Level dimension is assigned to Medical
Condition, whereas in the dimension of Forward-looking Function
it qualifies as Action Directive. Another important act is the Open
Option, which suggests a course of action, but makes no obligation
on the addressee. An example utterance of open option from the
fragment is (U3.1) ‘‘Hello C7, I am available most of this week, the
week of the 1st.”, which content-wise is also assigned to Meeting
Schedule.
The category Commissives, also referred to as Committing–spe
aker–future–action, encodes utterances that potentially engage
the speaker to some future course of action. Within this aspect,
we keep the distinction as to whether the commitment is condi-
tional on the listener’s agreement or not (Offer), or the typical case
of a promise (Commit). Example of a promise is shown in Table 1
with the utterance (U7.1) ‘‘I will analyze it and get back to you soon.”
3.3.4. Dimension Backward-looking Function
The dimension Backward-looking Function indicates how the
utterance responds to a previous dialog act. For instance giving
an answer, accept, reject, or trying to correct some previous utter-
ance (referred to as antecedent). This dimension is illustrated in
Fig. 4. It is composed of three main categories: Agreement, Under-
standing, Answer, and Information Relation.
The acts under the category Agreement are kept the same as in
the DAMSL scheme. The category Understanding also inherits the
two dialog acts from DAMSL: Signal-non-understanding and
Signal-understanding. The former describes utterances, which
indicates explicitly a problem in understanding the antecedent
(e.g. (U2.2) ‘‘We did not completely understand your email.” in
Table 1. Signal-understanding describes utterances that express
comprehension of utterances in previous turns of the dialog.ives 
oking Function
-request
Yes-no-question
Wh-question
n-directive
n-option
Commisives 
Offer
Commit
M-taxonomy. The extended acts are bold-faced.
nction
answer
nswer
plus-expansion
lus-expansion
Information Relation
Request-clarification
Assert-clarification
Notity-failure
Notify-success
M-taxonomy. The extended acts are bold-faced.
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mentation with the acts Correction and Suggestion. These acts
were added as part of the iterative schema refinement process dur-
ing dataset annotation. Furthermore, the category Answer has also
been specialized with acts that distinguish different forms of
answering.
The highlight in this dimension is the extension with acts
under Information Relation, which captures how the content of
the current utterance relates to antecedents in the discourse. This
category was not elaborated in DAMSL. We have extended it with
tags that are semantically relevant to the cohort identification
task.
As such, Request Clarification indicates that the speaker is mak-
ing a request for clarification related to a previous utterance about
the task. For example, the utterance (U6.1) ‘‘Can you also identify
the patients of Hispanic origin (Black Hispanic and Hispanic or
Latino)?” of the conversation fragment shown in Table 1.
The act Assert Clarification describes utterances that make clar-
ifying statements with respect to a previous request for task clari-
fication. Furthermore, the acts Notify Failure and Notify Success
encode statements that describe, respectively, failure or success
of the task.
3.4. Dialog act annotation process
Hand-labeling of the extracted utterances involved three anno-
tators (authors JH, PC, ZH). All annotators conduct research in the
field of query refinement for enabling data access for clinical
researchers. The annotators were trained through in-person meet-
ings and a written annotation manual.
Each utterance could have multiple tags in this aspect depend-
ing on how many functions it simultaneously performs. The anno-
tation process itself consisted of four main steps that an annotator
had to follow for each utterance:
1. Check along the first dimension Communicative Status if the
utterance is Uninterpretable or Miscellaneous.If yes, mark it
with one of the two acts and move to the next utterance.
2. If the utterance is interpretable, check its content and label it
with a tag from the dimension Information Level.
3. Considering the effect that the utterance imposes on the recei-
ver and the future actions, assign to it the best fitting tag from
the dimension Forward-looking Function.
4. Considering how the utterance relates to a previous turn in the
dialog, locate its antecedent and then assign to it a tag the best
fitting tag from the dimension Backward-looking Function.
In the first phase, we conducted a pilot study on the set
of utterances extracted from two conversations. The pilot
study identified important aspects for extension of the anno-
tation manual, enforcement of particular annotation guideli-
nes to increase inter-annotator tagging consistency, and
suggestion of new dialog acts (e.g. Correction and Sugges-
tion). The taxonomy was refined accordingly, resulting in
the current version of the DREAM-taxonomy proposed in this
work.
The second phase comprised the annotation of the entire data-
set from each annotator independently. The selection of a tag for
each dimension is done with majority agreement. The final phase
consisted of disagreement resolution for the cases when there
were conflicts in all four dimensions.
We applied the Delphi method [20], which assures anonymity
of annotations and reduced bias. After each annotator had inde-
pendently completed the annotation task, we performed one round
of the Delphi method on the utterances where there was no agree-
ment in any of the four dimensions. In Delphi, experts checkedtheir labels along with those of other experts in an anonymous
fashion. They then had the option to change their annotation in
light of other annotators’ labels.
At the end of this process, we were able to have a fully anno-
tated set of utterances, which allowed us to summarize the
unstructured text of email messages in the conversations into a
sequential set of DA triples. For example, as shown in the fragment
of conversation of Table 1, the utterance (U2.2) ‘‘We did not
completely understand your email” is represented with the
tags Resolution-Pending, Statement-opinion, and Signal-non-
understanding. The utterance (U2.2) ‘‘Can you also identify the
patients of Hispanic origin (Black Hispanic and Hispanic or Latino)?”
is encoded with tags Demographics, Yes–no-question, and
Request-Clarification.
4. Evaluation and results
In order to evaluate various aspects of the proposed scheme,
we performed four different experiments: (1) reliability study
based on majority agreement, (2) reliability study with kappa
statistics, (3) dialog act distribution analysis, and (4) conversa-
tion analysis with transition graph. In the following sections,
we describe the experimental setup and results of the
evaluation.
4.1. Reliability with majority agreement
A key requirement for an annotation scheme is that it can be
used reliably by trained annotators. To assess this requirement,
we performed experiments that measure agreement among the
annotators on the basis of majority vote.
4.1.1. Experimental setup and metrics
As explained in Section 3.4, the dataset of utterances
obtained after the segmentation of conversations is coded by
three annotators with the dialog acts proposed in DREAM.
The total number of annotated utterances is 978 (after having
excluded one conversation as explained earlier). There are 523
utterances provided by the agents in the role of Query
Analyst, and 455 by the agents in the capacity of Researcher.
Initially, we calculate majority agreement in the following
way.
Definition 2. (Majority-based Agreement) Given the set of anno-
tated utterances U, s.t. each ui 2 U is annotated with 3 labels (i.e.
dialog acts from DREAM scheme) from 3 independent annotators, we
define Um  U as the set of utterances with majority-based agreement,
s.t. each utterance fulfills the following criteria of annotations in at
least one dimension:C.1 – more than half of the annotations per dimension are the same.
C.2 – otherwise, more than half of the annotations per dimension
belong to the same parents in the scheme.
Based on Definition 2, we calculate the majority agreement
score Pm as:
Pm ¼ jUmjjUj ð1Þ
Hence, the score Pm measures the frequency of utterances
belonging to the set Um. The formation of this set is done as fol-
lows: for each utterance, we look at the labels provided by the
annotators for each dimension. We then select one label for that
dimension based on majority agreement, i.e. if more than half of
the annotations match (C.1 in Definition 2). We perform this check
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is fulfilled for at least one dimension, the utterance is added to set
Um.
For cases with no majority agreement of annotations in one
dimension, we roll one level up in the hierarchy and check if labels
belong to same parent (C.2 in Definition 2). We execute this step
for each dimension. Again, if the criterion is fulfilled for at least
one dimension, the utterance is added to set Um. We apply the sec-
ond criterion C.2 motivated by the high degree of granularity pro-
vided by the scheme.4.1.2. Results
The annotation results of this reliability experiment with
respect to majority agreement are illustrated in Table 2. We report
the agreement values before resolution and after resolution, i.e.
after the annotators saw other annotations and changed theirs.
We observe very high agreement in the classification of utter-
ances to tags in at least one dimension, precisely 91.1% before res-
olution and 100% post resolution. This means that the three
annotators have tagged 91.1% of the utterances with the same dia-
log act in one or more of the four available dimensions. After apply-
ing the Delphi method, at post resolution all the utterances have
been consistently annotated with the same label from the three
annotators in at least one dimensions.
We also calculate majority agreement not only in at least one
dimension, but also in all four dimensions. We observe a Pm score
of 66.6% before resolution, reaching a high agreement of 77.4%
after applying Delphi resolution.Table 3
Reliability of annotations for the dimensions in DREAM-taxonomy.4.2. Reliability with kappa statistics
4.2.1. Experimental setup and metrics
In this experiment, we use the annotations described in Table 2
and estimate inter-annotator reliability with the well-known sta-
tistical metrics of pairwise agreement and kappa. We apply Fleiss
kappa as a statistical measure used to evaluate concordance or
agreements between multiple annotators [21]. This measure is
interpreted as expressing the extent to which the observed amount
of agreement among annotators (pairwise agreement Pa) exceeds
what would be expected if all annotators made their choices com-
pletely randomly (expected agreement Pe). Fleiss kappa j is
defined as:
j ¼ Pa  Pe
1 Pe ð2Þ
Kappa ranges between 1 and 1, where higher values denote
better agreement. The factor 1 Pe expresses the degree of agree-
ment attainable above chance. Whereas, Pa  Pe gives the degree of
agreement actually achieved above chance. If the annotators are in
complete agreement then j ¼ 1. If there is no agreement among
the annotators (other than what would be expected by chance)
then j 6 0.Table 2
Results of utterance annotation with majority agreement before and after resolution.
Unit Quantity
Total number of annotated utterances 978
Number of utterances from Analysts 523
Number of utterances from Researcher 455
Pre-Delphi Post-Delphi
Pm in at least one dimension 891 978
91.1% 100%
Pm in all four dimensions 650 757
66.4% 77.4%In order to judge the absolute values of kappa, a few guidelines
have been introduced in the literature. However, they are not uni-
versally accepted because the criteria of interpreting kappa depend
on the inherent difficulty of the task. To enable a general interpre-
tation of the agreement level, we follow the guidelines of Landis
and Koch [22]. We provide an additional discussion on the sensitiv-
ity of these values to the annotation task at hand in Section 5.
Initially, we calculate pairwise agreement and kappa for anno-
tations at the DA dimension level. This means that for each utter-
ance, we take the tag provided by each annotator and map it to its
parent in the taxonomy corresponding to one of the four dimen-
sions, i.e. Communicative Status (CS), Information Level (IL),
Forward-looking Function (FLF), and Backward-looking Function
(BLF). The evaluation measures are estimated for the annotations
mapped at this level.4.2.2. Results
The results of this reliability experiment are illustrated in
Table 3.
There is high observed pairwise agreement Pa for CS, IL, and FLF
(0.98, 0.76, and 0.88, respectively). We note lower agreement (0.5)
between annotators on BLF tags. In terms of kappa, there is sub-
stantial agreement (above 0.6) for IL and FLF, and slight to fair
agreement for CS and BLF.
The dimension of Information Level (IL) plays a significant role
in defining the semantics of the utterances with respect to the
specification of a clinical trial data request. Therefore, in the second
step of this experiment, we stratify the analysis of inter-annotator
reliability for the categories Task, Task Management, and Commu-
nication Management under this dimension. We illustrate the
results of this experiment in Table 4. We observe high pairwise
agreement for the three categories under IL, particularly for the
category Communication Management where Pa is 0.93. The anno-
tations in this category are also characterized by a high kappa
agreement (0.81).
For the category Task and Task Management, we observe mod-
erate reliability values of kappa (P0.4). We also note a high value
of expected agreement Pe, especially for the category Task Manage-
ment. In the discussion section, we provide a more detailed analy-
sis on the impact of Pe in these values of kappa. Both categories
reach high pairwise agreement, respectively 0.79 for Task and
0.83 for Task Management.4.3. Dialog act distribution analysis
4.3.1. Experimental setup and metrics
We report on the frequency distribution of the most frequent
dialog acts in the dataset of annotated utterances. We also reportDA dimension Pa Pe Kappa
Communicative Status (CS) 0.98 0.97 0.14
Information Level (IL) 0.76 0.38 0.61
Forward-looking Function (FLF) 0.88 0.66 0.64
Backward-looking Function (BLF) 0.5 0.35 0.22
Table 4
Reliability for Information Level dimension.
DA category Pa Pe Kappa
Task 0.79 0.64 0.40
Task-management 0.83 0.71 0.41
Communication-management 0.93 0.63 0.81
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one degree of freedom and 0.05 level of significance.4.3.2. Results
As illustrated in Table 5, the most frequent act in utterances of
both research and analysts is Patient Characteristics, occurring in
17.7% of the utterances.
We also analyzed the frequency of utterances annotated with
dialog acts in the category Patient Characteristics. The majority
of utterances express characteristics related to Medical Condition
(7.1%), Demographics (3.6%), Laboratory Tests (1.8%), and Treat-
ment (1.2%). The last two acts are not shown in Table 5, which
illustrates the most frequent acts with FreqðRþ AÞ values above
3.5%.
Results in Table 5 further help to identify differences in commu-
nication style between researchers and analysts. In comparison to
researchers, analysts express more utterances related generally to
Task (11.1% vs. 7.5%, p = 0.0123) and Task Management (17.4% vs.
13.6%, p = 0.019). However, researchers carry more conversation
about patient characteristics (21.1% vs. 14.7% for analysts,
p = 0.148). As can be expected, analysts express more utterances
related to result submission (5.4% vs. 2.2% for researchers,
p = 0.0035).
With respect to the style of the communication, researchers
give many more directives (16.3% vs. 6.3% for analysts, p < 0.001).Table 5
Distribution of most frequent dialog acts, ordered by dimension and frequency, in the
utterances of Researcher (R), Query Analyst (A), or both (R + A).
Dialog act Freq (R + A) Freq (R) Freq (A)
Task 92 (9.4%) 34 (7.5%) 58 (11.1%)
Patient Characteristics 173 (17.7%) 96 (21.1%) 77 (14.7%)
Medical Condition 69 (7.1%) 28 (6.2%) 41 (7.8%)
Patients-Demographics 35 (3.6%) 16 (3.5%) 19(3.6%)
Result Submission 38 (3.9%) 10 (2.2%) 28 (5.4%)
Task Management 153 (15.6%) 62 (13.6%) 91 (17.4%)
Action Directive 107 (10.9%) 74 (16.3%) 33 (6.31%)
Meeting Schedule 56 (5.7%) 33 (7.3%) 23 (4.4%)
Gratitude 93 (9.5%) 69 (15.2%) 24 (4.6%)
Yes–no-question 90 (9.2%) 43 (9.5%) 47 (8.9%)
Info-Request 67 (6.9%) 31 (6.8%) 36 (6.9%)
Statement-not-opinion 90 (9.2%) 26 (5.7%) 64 (12.2%)
Statement-opinion 50 (5.1%) 26 (5.7%) 24 (4.6%)
Request Clarification 53 (5.4%) 12 (2.6%) 41 (7.8%)
Assert Clarification 48 (4.9%) 34 (7.5%) 14 (2.7%)
Table 6
Distribution of most frequent dialog acts, ordered by dimension and frequency, in the uttHowever, both parties ask questions and make requests with sim-
ilar frequencies. Another interesting observation, is the high fre-
quency of factual information (statement-non-opinion) expressed
by the analysts (12.2% vs. 5.7% for researchers, p < 0.001).
We also observe a difference in the communication style with
respect to expressing clarifications. Analysts tend to request more
clarifications (7.8% vs. 2.6%, p < 0.001), whereas researchers are the
ones to assert clarifications more often (7.5% vs. 2.7% for analysts,
p = 0.0038). The low p-values indicate that these differences are
statistically significant.
4.3.3. Cross-site conversation analysis
We further stratified our conversation analysis by comparing
communication patterns among the three different institutions
(referred here as sites) where the emails were originally gathered.
The goal is to observe how the model used for annotating such dia-
logs is sufficiently accurate to reveal insights in interactions and
help us draw comparisons among sites.
We look at the frequency distribution of dialog acts in the utter-
ances of each site separately. Overall, the distribution of emails and
annotated utterances for each site is the followings: s1 has 32
emails and 171 utterances, s2 has 17 emails and 140 utterances,
and site s3 has 161 emails and 622 utterances. We illustrate the
most frequent acts in Table 6. For each site, we have highlighted
the frequencies of those labels that particularly differentiate the
communication behavior.
First of all, we observe that in all the three sites, there is similar
frequency of Patient Characteristics and Demographic acts. This
once again confirms the task-oriented nature of the conversation,
focused on specification of the eligibility criteria for clinical trial
patient recruitment.
However, there are differences observed after a comparative
analysis of these sites. There is low frequency of Medical Condition
in s1, but higher frequency in s2. At both s1 and for s2 there is high
frequency of Task Management itself rather than its children
nodes. This is explained by a higher ambiguity in this site’s conver-
sations, as such we have merged the agreed annotation at the Task
Management parent node. This reflects higher difficulty of annota-
tors to classify task management tags in s2.
Meanwhile, site s1 tends to assign more meeting schedules,
rather than discuss about task in email. Site s2 has very low
frequency of Meeting Schedule acts. This is an interesting observa-
tion, since from experience we know that at certain institutions the
analysts avoid personal meetings, and query mediation is solely
conducted online.erances of Researcher (R), Query Analyst (A), or both (R + A) for each site s1, s2, s3.
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tions. Whereas at s2, both analysts and researchers give few action
directives and exchange many more questions. However, they
compensate by higher frequency of clarification assertions. At s1,
there is no occurrence of clarification requests from the
Backward-looking Function dimension. One explanation could be
that the participants catch up on the previously discussed issues
in live meetings.
At s3, we observe the occurrence of many result submissions,
showing good signs of solving the task. There is also high frequency
of meeting schedules requested by the researchers. It is interesting
to see that researchers pose more questions than analysts, and give
more action directives.
As expected, analysts request more clarifications than research-
ers, and researchers assert more clarifications than analysts. Simi-
lar to s2, there is high frequency of clarification requests, showing
discussion on issues raised previously in the dialog.
4.4. Conversation analysis with transition graph
It may not be straightforward to interpret the above metrics in
terms of their implications for analyzing query analysts-research
communication. As such, one aspect worth investigating is
whether the DREAM-based annotations allow to reveal meaningful
high-level patterns in interactions. This work can facilitate conver-
sation flow analysis, by representing utterances with tags that cap-
ture semantics and communicative actions.
4.4.1. Experimental setup
In order to demonstrate this capability, we performed an anal-
ysis on the annotated dataset with respect to the most frequent
pairs of dialog acts in consecutive turns. We generate a directed
graph (Fig. 5) to illustrate the frequency of transitioning fromR:CommunicaonManagement
A:Task Management
A:Task
A:Paent Characteriscs
R:Task Management
R:Task
R:Resul
12131917
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Fig. 5. Graph shows the transitioning from one dialog act to another between two consec
different colors): R-nodes for acts of utterances by Researchers, and A-nodes for those by
line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is refeone dialog act to another between two consecutive turns in the
conversations.
Each unique act in Information Level is represented by a node in
the graph. We distinguish between two types (presented with
different colors): R-nodes for tags of utterances by Researchers,
A-nodes for those by query Analysts. Each directed edge represents
the transition of tags from one turn to the subsequent turn. The
edge weight denotes the sum of occurrences of node pairs in
consecutive turns.4.4.2. Results
This graph representation yields several interesting results.
First, it helps us outline the nodes with the highest centrality, being
Communication Management, Task Management, and Patient
Characteristics. Centrality, typically used as a measure of how
many connections one node has to other nodes, here serves as an
indicator to identify the most frequently occurring dialog acts in
the transition graph.
We observe that Communication Management attributes to
frequent utterances, which help maintain social obligations in a
dialog. The high centrality of Task Management and Patient Char-
acteristics indicates the frequent discussions about patient cohort
specification, as is also expected in this domain of discourse.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that utterances related to
Meeting Schedule are often followed by conversation on Patient
Characteristics. This indicates the need during the query mediation
process for repetitive refinement of the cohort criteria even after
personal meetings.
We note the high occurrence of loops in the interaction, such as
between A:Patient Characteristics and R:Patient Characteristics,
also between R:Task Management and A:Patient Characteristics.
These loops capture potential points of bottlenecks in the dialog
where the complexity of the mediation increases, leading to29
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23
22
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6
utive turns in the conversations. We decode two types of nodes (also presented with
query Analysts. A directed edge from an A-node to an R-node is shown with dotted
rred to the web version of this article.)
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months.
We also observe that Result Submission does not necessarily
lead to task completion, rather it is more often followed by Patient
Characteristics or Communication Management. This important
observation indicates the complexity of negotiation driven by the
need for further dialog even after result submission.2 Medication treatment that prevent the growth of HIV.5. Discussion
5.1. Implications of findings
There are various interesting findings drawn from this study.
First, we note that it is difficult to distinguish interpretations of
utterances related to Task and Task Management, attributing to
lower kappa scores.
Classification of acts is also difficult for Backward-looking Func-
tion. This problem is related to the difficulty of properly recogniz-
ing the antecedent (previous utterance unit or set of units to which
the current utterance responds). For example, it is usually hard to
decide between Accept and Yes-answer, since this requires finding
and correctly interpreting the antecedent as Action Directive or
Information Request. This is particularly difficult in this setting,
where antecedents are located in turns that consist of long and
bulky text messages.
We observe that similar issues are also raised in the work of
Core and Allen [5], where DAMSL is originally introduced. The
results of their annotation experiments with test dialogs from a
collection of discussions between humans on train-related trans-
portation problems. The lowest value of kappa scores (0.15) of
the annotations occur in Committing–Speaker–Future–Action,
which is the equivalent of our Commissive label. The low scores
of kappa are argued to be the result of annotators’ difficulty of
properly distinguishing if the speaker is making an agreement or
acknowledgment. Agreement present commitment done at the
Task level, whereas acknowledgment is performed at the Commu-
nication Management level. This subtle distinction is not trivial for
the annotators.
Similar to our results, Core and Allen also report high values of
pairwise agreement (0.99) with low kappa values (0.14) in the first
dimension Communicative Status, particularly in the label Unintel-
ligible label. Since kappa is adjusted by the measure of expected
agreement (Pe), which is sensitive to the variance of variables, it
penalizes reliability even for very high values of observed pairwise
agreement (Pa). However, this measure fails to capture the ambigu-
ity of the utterances communicative act. For example, although
Information Level has low variance when considering it has three
possible categories Task, Task Management, and Communication
Management, we still observe that it is usually difficult to distin-
guish interpretations of the first two.
The findings play a significant role in the advancement of
automated DA classification techniques, which have major
limitations in the domain of clinical research. We are planning
to investigate these techniques in our future work. The design
of such techniques should be guided accordingly to calibrate
parameters and metrics in the training and evaluation phases,
acknowledging the high ambiguity in certain categories even by
human annotators.
In cases where it is nontrivial to distinguish interpretations of
utterances pertaining to different dialog acts, the strategies that
could be followed to improve annotations include strengthening
the familiarity of the annotators with extended description and
examples of dialog acts, considering to merge dialog acts based
on the individual context or task, as well as applying iterative
disagreement resolution for the annotations.5.2. Limitations
While novel in its two-folded contribution and the analyzed
data, the most significant limitation of our study is the small sam-
ple size of cases. Although we analyzed only 20 cases, we included
1333 utterances for schema development. Other seminal works for
dialog act classification, such as DAMSL, were designed based on a
comparable sample sizes (600 utterances). In addition, it is very
difficult to collect such data in this domain. Therefore, despite
the small sample size, this work is one of the first to shed light
on this communication space and is valuable for setting the stage
for additional research in this area. Furthermore, the hierarchical
nature of the proposed scheme accommodates appropriate exten-
sion of both shallow discourse and task-oriented acts. It is worth
noting the variability of the emails contained in these cases. Most
of the variability in case size comes from Site 3, which also makes
up four-fifths of the email messages. Cases from Sites 1 and 2 aver-
age 5 to 6 emails per case with a standard deviation of 2 emails.
Cases from Site 3 average to 23 emails per case with a standard
deviation of 22. The study is also limited to only one language, Eng-
lish, in which the emails are provided. Future work can look at
communication in other languages.
When investigating query negotiation processes, we were
aware of the frequent need for in-person meetings or phone con-
versations for supplementing email communications during the
negotiation process. Therefore, a limitation of this study is that it
does not account for the complexities in the in-person meetings.
One of our future works is to triangulate and analyze data from
email, phone conversation, and in-person communication.
In order to improve data query mediation in these difficult
cases, we believe that clinical researchers would greatly benefit
from a mixed-initiative dialogue system that enables human–ma-
chine collaboration. We envision an intelligent conversational
agent to act as a broker between the clinical data and clinical
researchers, while guiding them step-by-step through effective
and efficient query optimization. The results of this work can be
used in the development of the Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) module in an intelligent dialogue-based system. More pre-
cisely, the identified dialog acts can be used in the design of the
NLU module, and the annotated utterances can be used for the
training and evaluation of classification techniques that automati-
cally map sentences to dialog acts. The implementation of dialogue
system is the target of our future work.5.3. Comparison to related works
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to investigate
the discourse carried out via email during clinical research query
mediation and contributes a novel taxonomy for classifying com-
municative actions in this domain. Dialog act studies have been
prominent in other fields, particularly contributing with annota-
tion schemes for task-oriented human-to-human or human–com-
puter interaction in specific domains.
Physician–patient communication is a crucial element of clini-
cal practice, hence it has constantly been the focus of research on
discourse annotation and analysis. A major stream of works has
produced useful coding systems for the study of general medical
encounters [24,14] and oncology visits [13]. The closest in features
to our proposed scheme, with a consistent theoretical basis in
Speech Act Theory, is Generalized Medical Interaction Analysis
System (GMIAS) [15]. It is designed to study physician–patient
communication about the adherence to antiretroviral (ARV)
treatment.2 GMIAS also assigns separate tags for annotating each
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in DREAM we propose the annotation of an utterance with more
than two tags, additionally capturing the backward-looking function.
The design of classification schemes for dialog act annotation
has been prevalent in other domains outside healthcare. The
TRAINS project [12] illustrates a case study in building a conversa-
tional planning agent. The goal of the agent is to enable human and
system dialog-based interaction for managing a railway trans-
portation system, i.e. finding the best way to realize the transporta-
tion by train on a map. This dialog approach is task-oriented and
built upon simulated human–computer interactions. It exploits
speech acts to aid agents move through different modalities until
they achieve a shared plan. Speech acts are further executed to
generate natural language utterances, which constitute the sys-
tem’s output to the human user.
As part of Verbmobil-2 project, Alexandersson et al. [25] pre-
sent a dialog act scheme for annotations of dialogs that enable
negotiation on travel planning appointment scheduling between
participants. The set of dialog acts is structured in the form of a
hierarchy, whose leaves have growing specificity. Similar to our
work, the dialog acts are modeled based on task-oriented,
human-to-human dialogues.
Another dialog act coding scheme based on task-oriented
dialogues, human-to-human conversations is proposed by Carletta
et al. [26] in the scope of HCRC Map Task project. The communica-
tion is targeted at the reconstruction of a route on slightly different
maps belonging to the participants. The coding systems defines
categories of conversational moves structured in a tree representa-
tion. These schemes were designed with a particular task as a tar-
get and a specific application domain. They also contain
overlapping sets of communicate functions.
DAMSL [5] framework, designed as part of the Discourse
Research Initiative, marked an important step forward in dialog
act classification through its domain-independence and multi-
dimensionality features. Variations and extensions of DAMSL are
used to construct other schemes, such as Switchboard-DAMSL
[18], designed for specific purposes. Bunt et al. [17] uses the foun-
dations of DAMSL in combination with tags of alternative models
in a comprehensive schema named DIT++. This schema keeps the
multi-dimensionality features of DAMSL, extending it with tags
about turn allocation (turn management information) and dialogue
structuring (topic and dialogue structure information).
We were motivated to use DAMSL as a basis of our work,
because it is not only a well-known schema for DA annotation,
but it is also easier to apply and has adequate granularity. The
rationale behind this choice is to facilitate the reuse of our
proposed DREAM framework, keeping it as simple as possible for
future training or implementations.
Compared to DA annotation schemes of other domains, a signif-
icant extension that characterizes DREAM taxonomy is the detailed
specification of content-related acts in the category Task, which
capture the different features of the clinical researchers’ data
needs. Another major extension is performed in the category Infor-
mation Relation of the Backward-looking function, which captures
how the content of the current utterance relates to antecedents in
the dialog. These characteristics particularly differentiate DREAM
scheme from schemes of other domains. Whereas for the domain
at hand, this is the first attempt at classifying dialog acts of the
query mediation discourse.5.4. Application
We highlight several applications for which a DA classification
scheme is important, grouping them into two main classes: dialog
systems that enable human–computer conversational mechanisms,and automatic analysis, which aids the interpretation of human–
human communication.
5.4.1. Dialog systems
The first and foremost application of a DA classification scheme
is seen in the discipline of dialog systems, which act as participants
in a conversation with human users for task completion or prob-
lem solving. A core component of such systems is Dialog Manage-
ment (DM), which operates the communication between humans
and computer-based systems using natural language. DM tech-
nologies bridge the gap by modeling users’ intentionality, making
predictions and decisions of next steps in the negotiation process,
and resolving conflicts.
A significant and established element of research in the Natural
Language Processing (NLP) approach to DM is the annotation of
utterances with dialog acts, referred to as DA classification. An
example of the value of classifying DAs is in the detection and
use of questions, assertions and instructions to communicate with
machines. However, the classification task is time-consuming and
requires highly-trained personnel. DA classification has been the
focus of many works outside the medical domain. These works
investigate supervised [27,3,28] and unsupervised techniques
[29–34]. Their goal is to enable large-scale automated DA
annotation in order to reduce the costs and increase the coverage
of training data.
5.4.2. Human communication analysis
Rigorous knowledge and classification of dialog acts is useful for
automated analysis of human–human communications. Besides
providing important insights and better understanding, the find-
ings of such analysis can be exploited for the evaluation of
human–machine dialogue systems. An interesting direction in
assessing the performance of these systems is their comparison
with human-to-human dialogues. Identification of similarities
and differences in structure between machine–human and
human-to-human dialogs can advance the development of
automated systems.
DA tagging schemes particularly aid the analysis of such com-
munications through their use in the various techniques of dis-
course summarization [35,36], induction of discourse structure
[37,38], automatic topic detection and its use in the comparative
analysis of communications [39]. In the latter, it is important to
study the variability in the content and structure of communica-
tions at different institutions. For clinical research query media-
tion, this is particularly important given the heterogeneous
representations and implementations of EHR repositories at clini-
cal institutions.
In medicine, these techniques have been consistently investi-
gated to advance the design of dialog systems and analysis of com-
munications between patients and caregivers [40,36,41–43,39].
However, their application to clinical research communication is
remarkably missing. In-depth investigation of the conversations
carried during clinical research query mediation helps to gain bet-
ter insights into the process, and accordingly react to improve the
access of complex data from institutional databases in support of
clinical and translational research.6. Conclusions
The proposed DREAM-taxonomy is a novel scheme for analyz-
ing dialog in email-based clinical research query mediation and
its annotation with information on the dialog acts performed by
dialog segments. We have demonstrated that this scheme is
reliable for labeling query negotiation conversations. Furthermore,
it helps to summarize and identify high-level patterns of
100 J. Hoxha et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 59 (2016) 89–101conversation in this negotiation space, as well as draw comparison
between the communication patterns across different clinical
institutions.
The introduction of this model plays an important role in
advancing research in dialog systems for automated query opti-
mization. This line of research is promising for alleviating the chal-
lenges of the biomedical query mediation process, but
unfortunately still very limited presently. We plan to use the iden-
tified dialog acts in the future development of an intelligent
human–machine dialog agent that assists clinical query refinement.Conflict of interest
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